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1.

The Superiority of the Vegetarian Diet

ALCOTT, William A. Vegetable Diet: as sanctioned by medical men. Boston: Marsh, Capen & Lyon, 1838.
8vo. xi, [1], 276 pp. Contemporary brown cloth, stamped with a faint floral pattern, title stamped in gilt on spine, head and tail of spine lightly
rubbed, corners lightly bumped, moderate foxing. 
$1200.00
The extremely rare FIRST EDITION of this passionate
plea for a vegetarian diet. Although a majority of the author’s defense for the meat-free diet is based on healthful
living, it becomes clear that at the heart of the author’s
commitment to a “fruit and vegetable diet” is a deep
concern for the welfare of animals. He also writes compellingly on the potentially negative psychological effects
on humans who are taught at a young age to kill their
livestock. In the sections on his political and economical
arguments for vegetarianism, Alcott writes on the deleterious effect on the earth of raising animals for food
versus growing fruit and vegetables.
William Alcott (1798-1859) was an author and physician. He had strong ideas about diet, including a great
aversion to anything that he considered to be a stimulant, such as tea, coffee, spices, condiments, and spirits
of any kind. In the portion of the book dedicated to
his “physiological argument” he recommends that the
reader attempt at least once to compare the breath of a
grass-eater, such as a cow with that of a carnivore, such
as a dog, to get an idea of the superior excretions that
come from a meat-free diet.

A total of eight chapters are provided. One of them is entitled “Societies and communities on the vegetable system” and it includes a description of the Pythagoreans; “The Essenes” (“a sect of ancient Jews”);
“The Bramins” (i.e. Brahmins); The Society of Bible Christians; the
Orphan Asylum of Albany; “School in Germany” (a home of 70 children
raised by a foster father); and the American Philosophical Society.
In another chapter (“Letters to Dr. North”), are some reports on
how healthy it is to be on a vegetarian diet that also excludes alcohol. People who wrote in to Dr. North described how they suffered from some
form of dyspepsia, and were almost all cured of their complaints once
they stopped eating meat and drinking alcohol. They also, widely praised
the superiority of bread made from “course unbolted wheat flour” over
white bread. Also mentioned quite regularly in these letters are the benefits of Native American-influenced foods such as “Indian corn” as well as
“Indian pudding” and “Indian bread.”
In good condition.
¶ OCLC: the only copy recorded is at the University of Maryland
and it lacks the advertisement leaf (pp. iii-iv).

2.

A Paean to Viticulture & Oenology
in Andalusia

BOUTELOU, Esteban. Memoria sobre el cultivo de la vid en Sancular de Barrameda y Xerez de la Frontera.
Madrid: Villalpado, 1807.

8vo. One folding engraved plate. 160 [1] pp. Contemporary quarter calf over marbled boards, spine gilt in five compartments , boards lightly rubbed and
bumped, blue marbled endpapers and edges, light foxing.
$4000.00

The rare FIRST EDITION of this in-depth study of the cultivation
of the vine near the towns of Sanlúcar and Jerez, in the Andalusia region of Spain. Esteban Boutelou (1776-1813) was a renowned agronomist,
botanist, and prolific author. He was a great proponent for the study of
Spanish flora. In his introduction to this work, he writes that he feels he
is doing the agriculture of Spain a great service in succinctly sharing the
operations of vine cultivation in these regions, since as of that time, no
one had written anything about the level of perfection that the citizens
of these regions had reached in their viticultural practices (“cuyos naturales han adquirido un grado de perfeccion, maestría y superioridad en
el cultivo de tan interesante vegetal, que no han igualado hasta ahora los
extrangeros en sus ponderados escritos”).
In this work, Boutelou begins with general observations on vine
varietals, and those that grow best in Sanlúcar; agronomy as it pertains to
viticulture; and the average age of vineyards in Andalusia. He then goes
on to write about the viticultural practices as they are implemented there,
including how to choose the site on which to grow vineyards; the preparation of the land for planting; when to harvest; how to properly preserve
the grapes once they are harvested; and much more.
In the appendix, which is entitled “Idea de la práctica eonológica
de Sanlucar de Barrameda,” Boutelou writes about the ageing of grapes
on the vine for winemaking; musts of various strengths; clarifying wine;
the fragrance of wines; mixing wine; transporting wine; and the pricing
of wine. He also covers the subject of turning wine into a stronger spirit
such as aguardiente.
With a folding engraved plate depicting six different types of pruning shears.
In very good condition.
¶ OCLC: University of California (Davis), Washington State University, Fisher Library, and seven locations outside of the United States.

3.

The Earliest Basque Guide to Mushrooms
in the Basque Country

DE ARANZADI, Telesforo Unamuno. Euskalerriko perrechikuak. Setas ú hongos del pais Vasco. Madrid:
Imprenta del Asilo de Huérfanos del Sagrado Corazón de Jesús, 1897.

8vo. Forty-one lithographs of which thirty-six are chromolithographs. 2 p.l., 170, [2 - blank] pp; [4] pp. Contemporary quarter morocco over decorative
boards, spine gilt in five compartments with gilt title, boards rubbed, corners bumped, blue endpapers, pages lightly browned, light foxing. $2500.00
The rare FIRST EDITION of this richly illustrated field guide to Basque mushrooms, both edible and poisonous. Although mostly written in
Spanish, this field guide also lists the names of these mushrooms in Basque, printed in an alternate typeface to easily differentiate those words from
the Spanish. The index of nombres vulgares (common names) is written primarily in Basque, distinguished from the Spanish words by a bold typeface.

In a search of OCLC for the words perrechikuak and perretxiko (Basque plural and singular for
“mushroom”) and onndoa (fungus) nothing comes up earlier than De Aranzadi’s Euskalerriko
perrechikuak (1897). It is therefore likely that this is the earliest Basque guide to mushrooms
in the Basque Country. Up to now we have only had one Basque cookbook in our hands.
Dated 1889, it may have been the earliest printed Basque cookbook. It was purchased by the
Basque National Library.
In the letter to prospective lecturers, De Aranzadi (1860-1945) writes that this book is
not meant to be read cover to cover, but rather as a guide to pick up whenever there is any
question about a certain mushroom. He sums this up with a warning that those people who
do not take the time to research whether mushrooms are edible or not, are the same people
who would not be able to tell the difference between edible herbs and hemlock, and who
glibly eat pork, and drink cow’s milk and water in potentially unsafe conditions without
pause. This section is followed by a handy guide to the most commonly found edible mushrooms in the Basque Country organized by season and color.
The introduction covers a wide range of subjects before getting on to the meat of the
book which truly is an in-depth field guide to mushrooms. The author begins his introduction with a shaming of people who prefer to abstain from mushrooms altogether, as they are
coming from a place of fear that is both “inhuman and futile.” He then goes on to defend
the mushroom from a nutritive standpoint, and goes into basic rules that would keep “any
social class” safe from eating the wrong mushroom. He details how to determine types of
mushroom by their botanical characteristics, and even explains how to render potentially
poisonous mushrooms harmless.
De Aranzadi also indicates common symptoms of mushroom poisoning and provides
tips for lessening those symptoms.
Para combatir el envenenamiento es menester guardarse mucho de usar los disolventes del veneno, como, por
ejemplo, el agua salada ó avinagrada; lo primero que hay que hacer es provocar los vómitos por cualquier
medio, supuesto que no hayan pasado muchas horas desde la ingestión de los hongos; más tarde se administra
un purgante ó una lavativa; contra el ardor de estómago se puede utilizar el cocimiento de salep, la leche,
aceite de olivas ó su emulsion; contra el desmayo y delirio, el café puro, las friegas, lavatorios y duchas de
agua fría. En todo caso no debe descuidarse el aviso inmediato á un médico. –p.23

Roughly translated to:
To combat poisoning, it is necessary to be very careful not to use the solvents of the poison, such as, for example, salty or vinegar water; the first thing to do is to induce vomiting
by any means, provided that not many hours have passed since the ingestion of the mushrooms; later a purgative or an enema is administered; against heartburn you can use the
decoction of salep, milk, olive oil or its emulsion; against fainting and delirium, pure coffee, and cold showers. In any case, immediate notice to a physician should not be neglected.
Telesforo Unamuno de Aranzadi is purported to have been a rather stern taskmaster in the academic arena. At one point in his career as professor of
Botany at the University of Barcelona, he apparently enraged his students to such a degree that they locked him up and attempted to set him on fire!
With forty-one lithographs, thirty-six of which are lovely chromolithographs of botanical illustrations of Basque mushrooms, or euskalerriko
perrechikuak. Also included is a second index which contains géneros que contienen especies estudiadas o citadas en este trabajo (genera that contain species studied
or cited in this work).
In good condition.
¶ OCLC: New York Botanical Library, National Agricultural Library, Harvard, University of California (Berkeley), and seven locations outside
of the United States.

4.

		
		
		

Chocolate mixed with Whale Oil
as an Aphrodisiac

ETMÜLLER, Michael, praeses; Sigismund-Scholtz, Adam, respondent.
Cerebrum orcae vulgari supposititiâ spermatis ceti larvâ develatum
indultu inclutissimi Colleg. Medic. Sub Praesidiô. Leipzig:
Nicolaum Scipionem, 1678.

4to. [24] pp. Drab stiff wrappers, light browning and foxing.

$2500.00

The rare Second Edition of this early dissertation on the sperm whale and in particular on
spermaceti (sperm oil) found in the head cavity and from which the whale derives its name
(first ed.: 1678). The second half of this work (usus spermatis ceti medicus) deals with the pharmaceutical uses of the spermaceti, including how it can be used as an aphrodisiac to “help
people conduct themselves more vigorously in the service of Venus” (ut strenui magis in veneris
se gerant militâ). Among the ingredients that are recommended to be mixed with spermaceti is
chocolate, which, when eaten, will produce “that titillating stimulus as if to induce genital
itching” (eidem stimulum titillantem ad genitalium pruritum quasi inducendum addunt).
The first half of this work deals with the natural history of the sperm whale and the
regions where they can be found, including Mozambique, Cape Verde Africa, the East Indies,
Norway, Greenland, Iceland, Bermuda, New England, and the West Indies. Also discussed
are the origins of ambergris (correctly described in this book as being produced in the digestive system of the whale); what coasts ambergris can be found on; and its characteristics and
uses. Ambergris is still highly valued as a scent and fixative in perfumes.
This dissertation was delivered with Adam Sigismund-Scholtz as respondant under the
direction of the eminent physician and chemist, Michael Ettmüller (1644-1683). Ettmüller
was an author and professor of botany and medicine in Leipzig.
In very good condition.
¶ OCLC: Cornell, University of Chicago, National Library of Medicine, University of Minnesota, and seven locations outside of the United States.

5.

Native Agricultural Exports
from Venezuela

(FOOD imports.) Robinson [E.W.] & Toler [H.]. [Drop title:] La Guayra, [a.k.a. La Guaira, Venezuela] 10th
February, 1824.

Bifolium: 25.3cm x 20cm. [4] pp. Unbound, signs of having been folded three times, a few small holes at folds touching some of the text but sense still
clear, lightly browned. 
$1000.00
The extremely rare FIRST & ONLY EDITION of this commercial circular issued by Robinson & Toler to advertise their readiness to export goods
from the newly liberated Venezuela. Upon its independence from Spain in 1823, Venezuela first became part of the state of Gran Colombia (which
included several countries in northern South America). It became a sovereign state in 1830. The text makes mention of both freemen and slaves
who had been forced “to fly for refuge to the mountains or join the standard of liberty” during the war, but were now returning
to labor in the fields.
Robinson & Toler write that they have considerable experience with exporting from La Guayra and
that even during the Venezuelan War of Independence, they were able to export goods (which are
itemized and quantified). Furthermore, as Venezuela is “just...beginning to participate
in free commerce,” they expect to increase their exports going forward.
A majority of Robinson & Toler’s exports were gastronomic or medicinal and were native to Central and
South America. For example, they sold cocoa, coffee, indigo, vanilla, “Zalzaparilla,” garlic, molasses,
and sugar. They also exported a medicinal root
of a fern native to the area called calaguala (polypodium leucotomos, used mostly for skin irritations and
dementia); and a local grain which they call cebadilla
but which is more commonly known as sabadilla, or
“Indian caustic barley.” This was used to cure various
diseases in horses.
In good condition.
¶ OCLC: American Antiquarian Society, and
Middlebury College.

6.

The Lamentations of Innkeepers
Over Feeding Soldiers

(GASTRONOMY & economic precarity.) The
Case of the inn-holders, victuallers, and other persons, subject to the burthen of quartering soldiers.
[England, 1781.]

Large 8vo. [4] pp. Late 19th century brown cloth, title and date stamped in
gilt on spine, lower corners of upper and lower board bumped, small clean
tear to lower margins of both leaves(not affecting text).
$2000.00
The extremely rare FIRST & ONLY EDITION of this case in defense
of the innkeepers (“inn-holders”), and suppliers of food and victuals
who were being sorely overtaxed by the “Mutiny Act” that required the
landlords of inns, lodging houses and hostelries to house and feed soldiers and their horses. The claim being made in this case is that the military authorities were not compensating these businesses in full nor were
they taking into account the inflationary rise in prices. This act obliges
inn-keepers to supply the troops with
Candles, Vinegar and Salt, and with Small Beer or Cyder not exceeding Five Pints
for each Man by the Day, gratis, and allow them Fire and the necessary Utensils
to dress and eat their Meat – Or to find them Diet and Small Beer at Six Pence
a Day for each Light-Horseman or Dragoon, and at Four Pence a Day for each
Foot Soldier.

Innkeepers were also expected to supply the soldiers’ horses with hay and
straw as well as beds for officers and men “gratis.”
Annexed to this petition is a case in point regarding the expenditures and
losses accrued by Mr. Charles Wasse of One Crown Inn, Blandford, over
the course of thirty-one days. At the bottom, after a woodcut manicule,
is a caveat which explains that although the losses printed in this accounting were reckoned conservatively, they still show a substantial loss to the
inn-holder.
This work provides a rare glimpse into the effects of governmental
policy and war on the economic lives of food providers and the availability of food overall.
With the bookplate from the Board of Law Library, Los Angeles,
California tipped into the upper pastedown and a penciled-in signature
and date “George Harding, 2-13-47” on page 2.
In good condition.
¶ ESTC & OCLC: National Archives only.

7.

“Merchants of Mens Calamities”

(GASTRONOMY & economic precarity.) Fitz-Geffrie, Charles. The Curse of the corne-horders. London:
Michael Sparke, 1631.

8vo. Large woodcut title page vignette and woodcut historiated initials. 6 p.l., 56 pp. Early nineteenth-century drab wrappers, hand sewn, faint dampstaining on a few leaves, some corners slightly dog-eared and worn.
$4500.00
FIRST & ONLY EDITION (first or second issue; see below). Food shortages and famine were a cyclical occurrence in 16th and 17th-century England
and those that had extra money would sometimes stockpile corn to help them and their family make it through the shortages.1 Others would hoard
the corn to drive the prices up during these times of dearth and
then sell the corn locally or abroad to reap a sizeable profit.
In The curse of the corne-horders, Fitz-Geffrie condemns this
practice of hoarding corn and the profit made from the suffering
of others. As he notes, those who sell corn to the foreign highest
bidder are especially condemned:
Aegyptians releeved the Israelites in the Famine, though it were an
abomination to the Aegyptians, in the peevish superstition, to eat bread with
the Hebrewes, yet they would, in common humanity, afford them bread to eat
by themselves. But this I affirme; to famish English, and to feed French or
Spanish; to starve brethren, and to nourish enemies; to pinch the members of
Christ, to preserve the limbs of Antichrist; to thrive by the death of Saints,
and life of reprobates; this cannot possibly escape a curse; and all Marchants that
1 In 1598, Shakespeare was named as an illegal corn hoarder, having

stored eighty bushels during a shortage, and the issue shows up in two of
his plays. In Henry VI, he writes “Take heed, be wary how you place your
words; / Talk like the vulgar sort of market men / That come to gather
money for their corn.” Then, in Coriolanus, the play opens with starving
citizens demanding that the government release their stores of corn.

use such courses, I can say no better of them, than a blessed Saint said at least three
hundred yeares sithence, They are all Mercatores humanarum calamitatum,
Merchants of mens calamities – p. 14.
Later, Fitz-Geffrie also describes how corn can be understood on a mystical level, where he equates it to justice and equity – “One word more...you
have mysticall Corne, as well as materiall” – and how there is a “spiritual
Corne” that can be understood as the gospel. If you withhold this corn
you will be especially cursed by both people and God.
Interestingly, we recently acquired the first edition of an edict (1608)
issued by King James I to assuage the food shortage problem by forbidding corn hoarding. This is referred to in the current work on page
2, where the author deplores the avaricious nature of people who have
flouted the king’s edicts as they “neither feared God, nor regarded man.”
Fitz-Geffrie bemoans the fact that the king’s edits were not as effective as
one might hope and so he must now publish this “proclamation from the
King of heaven” against corn hoarding.
The large detailed woodcut on the title page depicts a hoard of cord
within a walled enclosure. Two men on ladders have set the corn on fire
while various vermin (snakes, ants, mice, rats, lizards, and a couple other
indeterminate animals) infest the foodstuff. Two men in Jacobean dress
are looking over the wall in horror as the corn is destroyed.
In good condition.
¶ ESTC & OCLC: American Antiquarian Society, California State
Library, Columbia University, Folger Library, Harvard, Huntington,
Yale, and twelve locations outside of the United States. There was also
another issue printed in the same year but with “for Edward Dight dwelling in Exeter” on the title page (British Library and Newberry Library).
Priority has not been established.

8.

Food for the Needy and
Work for the Disabled

(GASTRONOMY & economic precarity.) Grenet, le Citoyen. [Drop-title:] Mémoire sur les moyens de conserver
la pomme-de-terre sous la forme de riz ou vermicel. [Paris: De l’Imprimerie de la Feuille du Cultivateur, rue des
Fossés-Victor, no. 12, c.1771-76.]

8vo. One folding plate. 1 p.l., 45, [1 - blank] pp. Drab wrappers, natural paper flaw on page [1] not affecting text, very faint dampstaining to the edge of
the lower margin of a few pages.
$1750.00
The FIRST & ONLY EDITION (see below) of Citizen Grenet’s announcement of his new invention to process potatoes so they can be used as a
replacement for flour. At this time, there were food shortages in France and most French people believed that the potato caused leprosy. It was only
through the efforts of Parmentier in the 1770s
that the potato was understood to be safe for human consumption.
Grenet gives credit to Parmentier
in his first paragraph, and goes on to note that “Depuis que l'on a acclimaté
en Europe, et sur-tout en France, la pomme-de-terre, originaire
du nouveau-monde, sa culture a été progressivement
multipliée.” (Since it has been acclimatized to
Europe, and above all to France, the culture
of the potato, originally from the new world,
has gradually multiplied.) After mentioning
that he has spent three years perfecting and
using this device, Grenet describes methods
of processing potatoes; how to best dry the
potato for conservation; the possibilities of
freezing potatoes; drying methods used by
Parmentier, “Cadet Devaux” (i.e. Cadet de
Vaux), Aviat, and Guillaume; and lastly a
section on how to make bread from potatoes (including a recipe).

There is also a “sketch” of how to set up a kitchen “workshop”
(atelier) to cook and process the potatoes on a large scale. The utensils,
drying ovens, stove, and the handling of the potatoes are covered, as well
as a consideration on where to find the labor to keep the costs down and
the potato flour affordable (p. 30):
Pour économiser le prix de la main-d’oeuvre de cette mouture par des moulins à
bras, et en même tems faire gagner la vie aux citoyens infortunés qui ont perdu la
vue, on pourroit les faire tourner par les aveugles.
Roughly translated to:
To save on the cost of the labor for this type of milling through the use of a hand mill,
and at the same time earn a livelihood for those unfortunate citizens who have lost
their sight, we could have the [hand mills] turned by those that are blind.
The folding engraved plate shows six figures depicting how the potatoes
are processed and dried.
The estimated date was based on an examination on OCLC of those
dated publications issued by the publisher when at rue des Fossés-Victor,
no. 12.
¶ OCLC: University of Kansas, National Agricultural Library, and
two locations outside of the United States. There is also a copy at the
University of Delaware. It should be noted that OCLC has two other
entries, both dated 1794, for a total of five additional locations: University of Idaho and four outside of the United States. The publisher,
pagination, and engraving match, so it is my guess that these are all the
same work and edition, just catalogued slightly differently and therefore
coming up as different OCLC records.

9.

Feeding the Poor During a Plague Year
in England

(GASTRONOMY & economic precarity.)
Orders appointed by his maiestie to be
straightly observed for the preventing and
remedying of the dearth of graine and other
victuall. London: Robert Barker, 1608.

Small 8vo. Ornate woodcut headpiece and ornamental border on
title page, full-page woodcut coat of arms, woodcut historiated
initials. [4], 26, [2] pp. Mid- 20th century cloth binding, “Rothamsted Laboratory” logo gilt stamped on upper board. $2500.00
The rare FIRST EDITION of this decree issued by King James
I of England to redistribute a diminished stock of grain to the
poor. To put this in perspective, from July to December, 1608,
the plague was making its way through England.
The first item of the decree is to charge all justices, sheriffs and other figures of authority to gather and act upon the
orders immediately. They are charged to go out into the towns
and track down all of the people involved in the growing and
selling of grain and corn, as well as the bakers and brewers. The
authorities are to query as to their practices, how much grain
and corn they had stored, and then to order them to make either
their bread or beer or grain available to the poor at reduced rates
at the open market. These vendors are not allowed to take any

unsold corn away from the market, but are to store it in a place designated
by the authorities, so that they can then try to sell it the next day, again,
first making it available to the poor at reduced rates.
“Badgers” (dealers of grain or corn for brewing) are not allowed
access to the market until after the poor have had a chance to make their
purchases, and then only with a special license. The merchants of grain
are to have their financial records inspected regularly to ensure that they
are staying within the confines of the decree. Bakers are told to sell their
bread made of rye, barley, peas, and beans at a fair price and one that the
poor can afford. No badgers, bakers, brewers or other purveyors of grain
are allowed to make purchases at the market until at least two hours after
it had opened.
Ministers and preachers are also appealed to. Those that are well off
are encouraged to share the wealth, be it with food or money. Additionally, the justices of all divisions are charged with coming up with money
with which to pay the poor who must be given employment. The justices
are also told to regularly discuss the distribution of grain to people living
in towns and cities.
The Rothamsted Laboratory is one of the oldest agricultural research centers in the world, having been founded in 1843.
Including the first leaf with the letter “A” in a mortised ornament
and the final leaf which is blank. This is the variant with the typographic
ornament before the word “Imprint” and the words “Anno Dom.” in upper and lowercase letters (see ESTC).
In excellent condition.
¶ ESTC & OCLC (including both variants): Columbia University,
Huntington Library, Yale, University of Illinois, Princeton, Folger Library,
Cleveland Public Library, and eight locations outside of the United States.

10.

On Food, Population, and the Poor Laws

(GASTRONOMY & economic precarity.) [Weyland,
John.] A Short inquiry into the policy, humanity and
past effect of the poor laws. London: S. Gosnell, 1807.

8vo. One illustration and one table in the text. xlii, [1 - blank], [1], 382, [2
- blank] pp. Quarter cloth over marbled boards, black morocco lettering
piece on spine, pink marbled endpapers, pages entirely uncut, early corner
paper repair on title page not affecting text.
$1500.00
The FIRST EDITION of this substantial treatise on the poor laws of
England, written largely from a rural perspective and with much on food
systems. The author, John Weyland (1774-1854), suggests that this book
complements Colquhoun’s Treatise on Indigence which largely examined the
state of the urban poor. Weyland was a Justice of the Peace for four
southern counties, a member of the Board of Agriculture, and a Fellow
of the Royal Society. He was a great proponent for the existing system of
poor relief and for maintaining the status quo of the then extant social
order in the English countryside.
In Weyland’s “Statement of the Subject,” he notes that the poor
laws have been coming under much negative review of late, as the taxes
being levied in order to continue to support the poor laws were becoming
exorbitant. He then goes on to explain that this book has been written
for the purpose of defending the poor laws, and for making some recommendations for some slight improvements that could be made to them

in order to ensure their success. He also attacks the Malthusian population theory which states that in order to be able to ensure that the poor
could be ably fed, housed, and employed, there must be a regulation on
fecundity. Thomas Malthus (1766-1834), a celebrated economist and great
traveler, had witnessed the decline of other nations due to their not being
able to produce enough food to feed the massively overpopulated lower
classes.
Chapter VII is “On the supply of food in England, and the inconveniences of its present state, particularly as it affects the poor.” Within
other sections there is a discussion of the relationship between food and
poverty; on labor and food supplies; on what occurs when there is a surplus of food; and the relationship between national territories and food
supply.
Other chapters cover his defense of the poor laws; the general policy of the laws; “An historical deduction of the effects of the poor laws
in England” (which begins at the Reformation at the dissolution of the
monasteries in 1536); and “On the humanity of the poor laws.”
With the manuscript signature “J. Weyland Esq” on the title page.
In very good condition.
¶ OCLC: Boston Athenaeum, Harvard, Johns Hopkins, Columbia
University, University of Minnesota, and eight locations outside of the
United States.

11.

A Little Recipe Book of Household Chemistry:
Liqueurs, Remedies, and Ice Cream

GAZZERA, Conte di. Opera di chimica per i liquidi
in generale ricette. Milan: Manini, 1840.

16mo. Woodcut device on title page. 32pp. Original printed wrappers,
somewhat worn, corners dog-eared faint foxing.
$300.00
An UNRECORDED EDITION of this pocket-sized Italian recipe
book. Included are seventy-three variations of rosolio, a type of liqueur
made with a base of alcohol, sugar and water and then mixed with various
fruits and spices. Although rosolio originated in Spain, it made its way to
Italy very early, somewhere in the late 15th to early 16th century, and was
made popular by the Medici family. The name “rosolio” comes from an
herb called drosera rotundifolia, a species of sundew that the Italians call “ros
solis” (Latin for dew of the sun). In the beginning, rosolio was flavored
exclusively with this herb.
In the Opera di chimica, there are forty-four recipes for flavoring rosoli
(plural for rosolio) without resorting to distillation, and then there are
twenty-nine recipes for rosoli which have a bit more involved process that
requires distillation. Following these two main sections, are methods for
adding red, yellow, or green coloring to the beverage and how to whiten
sugar to make a clear syrup. Some of the aromatics used in the rosoli are
anise from Martinique, coffee, nutmeg, cinnamon, chocolate, cardamom,
pineapple, vanilla, mint, and rose.

The next section is a rather random collection of directions. There are recipes to simulate wines (including Chateau Margot, Champagne, and
Madeira); directions on how to make “Chinese ink;” a recipe for vinegar; a method for whitening the skin using carmine milk; a wake up on time
using chemicals; an English boot wax; a chemical method for etching glass; an ink for marking linen; a paste for cleaning razors; wax for sealing letters;
and so on. At the end are eight recipes for ice cream and twelve recipes for sorbet.
Our author, the Conte di Gazzera, is described as a professor of chemistry on the title page.
In good condition.
¶ Not in OCLC (although one other edition does appear).

12.

Extremely Rare & Extremely Important;
“Canonical”

JULLIEN, André. Manuel du sommelier, ou instruction pratique sur la manière de soigner les vins. Paris:
l'Auteur et Colas, 1813.

8vo. One large folding plate. xiv, 180 pp. Black straight-grained morocco,
gilt-paneled, spine richly gilt, edges of boards gilt, marbled endpapers, gilt
dentelles, gilt edges.
$15,000.00
The extremely rare FIRST EDITION of one of the most important
19th-century books on wine, and an absolutely lovely copy. The first
edition of this work is incredibly hard to find: it is lacking from almost
all great private collections of wine and gastronomy (e.g. Bitting, Fritsch,
Gernon, Unzelman, & Simon). The only private collector who had a copy
was Bernard Chwartz, who had formed the largest collection of wine
books ever. But even his copy was missing half of the folding plate (see
Chwartz, vol. III, “J,” p. 28).
“The issue of blending wines was calmly discussed by André Jullien
in the canonical Manuel du sommelier.... Jullien begins with the basic principle that wines must be kept as natural as possible, especially those of
top quality, whose chief virtue is their bouquet.... A different reality was
more often the case in the wine business. Jullien believed that if a wine has
altered or is just naturally of bad quality, there is often no way of making
it drinkable other than mixing it with a better wine.” — Paul, Science, Vine
and Wine in Modern France, p. 327.
Chapters cover the regulations around the buying and selling of
wines; how to maintain a good cave; the arrival of barrels to the cave; care
of wine in the barrels; the blending of wine; sulfering of wines; bottling;
the blending of wines; the wines of Champagne, and so on.

Jullien was born in 1766 in Chalon-sur-Saône and died of cholera in Paris in 1832. He was a wine merchant who spent his entire
life studying wine and various methods of their improvement. Chaptal was a supporter of his studies (the current work is dedicated to
Chaptal), and Jullien invented various powders for treating wine diseases. The Manuel du sommelier, along with his other work the Topographie de tous les vignobles connus (published three years later), are considered by many to be the beginning of modern writing about wine.
The attractive large folding plate depicts wine making apparatus.
An extremely rare and a fine copy in an attractive black morocco binding.
¶ Chwartz, vol. III, “J,” p. 28 (incomplete); OCLC: University of Texas (Austin)
and four locations in Europe; Vicaire col.
471. Not in Bitting, Cagle, Fritsch, Oberlé,
or Simon.

13.

From Chicharos con Ejotes en Xitomate to
Sopa de Tortilla

(MANUSCRIPTS: Mexican cookery.) [A collection of Mexican recipes, 19th - early 20th century.]

Dimensions vary: 33.9cm x 21.8cm to 21.3cm x 10.8cm. [48] pp. (some of which are bifolia counted as 4 pp.). Loose leaves, some chipped, one torn in half,
most lightly browned. 
$1000.00
An interesting collection of forty-eight pages of 19th and early 20th-century Mexican cookery manuscript leaves. As a group, these recipes would be a
wonderful teaching tool as they show a variety of hands over a roughly 100-year period.
A total of forty-seven recipes are included, of which three are fragments. While the majority of recipes are of Spanish origin, their cooking
instructions display an adaptation to the terminology, ingredients and cooking methods associated with Mexican cuisine. For example, the recipes
include ingredients indigenous to Mexico such as tortillas (a thin unleavened flat bread made from corn first made by the peoples of Mesoamerica);
queso añejo (a firm salty Mexican cheese traditionally made from goat milk), cacahuazintle (spelled “cacahuacentle” in the recipe for Biscochos de mais, an
heirloom variety of corn originating in Toluca, Mexico that has rounded grains that are white and tender); tequesquite (a natural mineral salt containing
compounds of sodium chloride, sodium carbonate, and sodium sulphate, used in Mexico since pre-Hispanic times mainly as a food seasoning); and
tornachiles (a type of light green chili named after the Nahuatl word tonalii).
Also present is a recipe for tamales which is a pre-Columbian dish.
The recipes often make use of either the casuela or the comal as the proper
cooking vessels. The casuela is of Spanish origin. It is a wide, flat casserole dish
made of low-fired clay, glazed on the inside, so liquids won’t escape through
the porous clay. New casuelas taste of raw clay and need to be soaked
in water for at least twenty-four hours, and then coated with olive oil and cooked. They have
long been a mainstay of Mexican
culinary practice. The
comal is of Aztec
origin, and the

name comes from the Nahuatl word comalli. Although today most comales are made
of cast iron, traditionally they were made of thin ceramic. Either way, the comal was
designed as a smooth flat griddle that was used to cook cacao beans and tortillas over
an open flame.
All leaves are written in various legible hands. Below is the complete list of
the manuscripts titled by their first recipes:
1. Sopa de tortilla. Two complete recipes, black ink on blue ruled woven paper.
2. Empanandas. One complete recipe, verso is a table of contents for recipes, green
pencil drawing over embossed decoration, brown ink on blue ruled woven paper, leaf torn in two.
3. Sopa de Inglesa. One complete recipe, black ink on red-gridded woven paper, verso
mentions “mamá” and “Para La Señorita [?] Flores.”
4. Lengua de ternera. Two complete recipes, black ink on blue ruled woven paper.
5. Escabeche de Guajolote. One complete recipe, signed by Luisa Gonzalez Marin,
brown ink on blue-ruled laid paper, with black border on all edges.
6. Sopa de Ostiones. Three complete recipes, pencil on grey ruled woven paper.
7. Otro de pollos. Four complete recipes, brown ink on laid paper, with “Guise Testa” watermark c.1840.
8. Sopa de tinbal. One complete recipe, brown ink on woven paper.
9. Ari Cipa de Naranga. Fragment of a recipe, brown ink on woven paper.
10. Conserba de Limones. One complete recipe, pencil on red and blue-gridded woven
paper, with signature of Luz Avalos.
11. Papas con chicharos en adobo. Six complete recipes, purple ink on blue-ruled laid
paper, with the ink stamp of Manuel Prieto González.
12. Estofado. Seven complete recipes, brown ink on woven paper.
13. Guisado de lomo de Puerco. Five complete recipes and one fragment, black ink on
woven paper.
14. Copas de coco. Five complete recipes, brown ink on woven paper.
15. al durazno se le hace... One fragment, brown ink on woven paper.
16. Otro. Eight complete recipes, brown ink on woven paper.

14.

From Chalupas to
Sopa de Fideo

(MANUSCRIPT: Mexican cookery.) Baca en caja.
[Mexico, c.1840.]

22.3cm x 17.2cm. [22] pp. Unbound sheets, written in brown ink on woven
paper, some edges lightly chipped.
$3500.00
Twenty-two pages of recipes written in a single legible hand. All of the
seventeen recipes are for savory Mexican dishes and they include directions for making Baca en caja (a layered beef dish; “baca” = “vaca” or
cow;); chaletas de ternera (veal chops); chuletas enpapeladas (veal ribs cooked
in paper); asado de carnero (roasted marinated mutton); cochinito rrelleno [sic]
(stuffed suckling pig); salchichas (sausages); sopa de fideos (noodle soup);
chiles capones (chillies stuffed with cheese and “epasote” (i.e. epazote), an
indigenous herb that is added to beans to help reduce gas); enbueltas de
nana Rosa; and two recipes for chalupas. The enbueltas are spiced scrambled
eggs wrapped in tortillas (a thin unleavened flat bread made from corn
first made by the peoples of Mesoamerica). Chalupas are a traditional
Mexican appetizer that are fried masa (cornmeal) dough, filled with
various savory ingredients. They are named after the canoes of the same
name, due to their shape.

Interestingly, due to the distinctive hand and writing style used by
the author, we were able to recognize that it is the same as author of another manuscript which we once had in our possession. The writing displays a misunderstanding of where words begin and end. In some cases,
words are linked together; in other cases broken apart. There frequent
misspellings as though the author was having problems trying to sound
things out. Additionally, four pages are nearly identical copies of pages
from the other manuscript and both have a recipe that is attributed to
“nana Rosa” (Grandma Rosa).
Although these leaves are on woven paper, and have no watermark,
due to the fact that three of the recipes on these leaves are the same as
those in the other manuscript, we can loosely date them to c.1840, as the
other manuscript contained a cross and shield watermark which Lenz
dates to 1837 (see Historia del papel en Mexico y cosas relacionadas: 1525-1950,
no. 201.)
It is clear that this manuscript was once part of a larger piece as a
few of the recipes are incomplete.
In good condition.

15.

With a Basque Recipe for
Chicken with Beets

(MANUSCRIPT: Mexican cookery.) Otro Estofado. [Mexico, c.1840.]

22cm x 16.1cm. [12] pp. Unbound sheets, written in black ink on woven and laid paper, the laid paper has the watermark of “Guise Testa.”

$1750.00

An early Mexican cookery manuscript comprised of thirty-two recipes for mostly savory dishes written in a single legible hand. There is an interesting
variety of names used for the recipes, speaking to a wide range of sources, such as the recipe for pebre, which is Catalan for pepper. There are recipes
for Viscaino (Viscaya, Spain, or Biscay, is a territory in the Basque Country) and another for gigote, a type of guiso in which the meat is minced or ground
(picada). There is a recipe called chichimeco (after a nomadic warrior tribe indigenous to Mesoamerica) and another for a mole cake called Mole Genovés.
Mole originated with the Aztecs. The name comes from the Nahuatl word for sauce, mōlli. There are two recipes for which the author never came up
with a title and simply wrote “Buscale Nombre” (look for a name).
While the recipes display a wide range of sources, and are possibly mostly Spanish in origin due to the overarching use of saffron, their cooking
instructions display an adaptation to the terminology, ingredients and cooking methods associated with Mexican cuisine. For example, the manuscript includes ingredients indigenous to Mexico such as piñones (pine nuts from the Mexican pine, pinus cembroides) and other ingredients with Nahuatl
etymological origins (such as tornachiles, a type of green chili).

Below is the recipe that is attributed to the Basque Country.
Se cuesen [cosinan] Betaveles, y ya que estan bien cosidos se pican, y se muelen con
unos jitomates crudos y ya molido con granada por un bien corto se saca el sumo
en un poco d Vinagre Se les [?] el jitomate clavo Betabel y pimienta y se ahogan
alli las Gallinas. Tomo chorizos ya bien cosido, [?] almendras aceytunas alcaparras
alcaparrones se les hecha por encima Huevos duros en rebanada y que no [?] mucho
porque perde el color, y para avisarla ya en los platos si quiere se le hecha un poquito
de panecitto muy encarnado.
Roughly translated to:
Cook beets, and once they are well cooked, they are chopped, and mixed with some
raw tomatoes which have already been minced with pomegranate, let this sit for a little
while in vinegar then add the chickens. Take already cooked chorizos [a fermented,
cured, and smoked sausage of ground meat seasoned with paprika],
almonds, olives, capers, caper berries, and pour this over sliced hard-boiled eggs [?] as
they will lose their color, and if you want, you can serve this with a small bread roll.
The manuscript is written on both woven and laid paper. On one of the
laid paper leafs there is a watermark reading “Guise Testa.”
In very good condition.

16.

From Escabeche de Veracruz to
Rosquitas de Aguardiente

(MANUSCRIPT: Mexican cookery.) Torta de Requezon. [Mexico, c.1840.]

22.5cm x 17.2cm. [16], [2 - blank] pp. Contemporary hand-stitching, written
in black ink on woven paper, lower corners nibbled away by a mouse (affecting one to three words on some leaves), 1-2" of outer edge of blank lower
wrapper torn away, lightly browned.
$2000.00
An early Mexican manuscript recetario comprising forty-three recipes for
both savory and sweet dishes written in a single legible hand. This manuscript is a great example of the amalgamation of the two cultures of
Spain and Mexico. For example, in the recipe for Canutos de leche, you have
canutos which are a Spanish dessert that is much like an eclair, but in order
to relate the proper consistency of the pudding stuffing, the author says
to cook it until it resembles atole (a warm, thick spiced Mexican beverage
that goes back to pre-Hispanic times) and the measurement system the
author uses is the quartillo (a Castilian liquid measurement). There is also
a recipe titled, “Bodin Americano” (American pudding) that calls for rice
and milk.
The author often refers to either the casuela or the comal as the proper
cooking vessels. The casuela is of Spanish origin. It is a wide, flat casserole
dish made of low-fired clay, glazed on the inside, so liquids won’t escape
through the porous clay. New casuelas taste of raw clay and need to be
soaked in water for at least twenty-four hours, and then coated with olive
oil and cooked. They have long been a mainstay of Mexican culinary
practice. The comal is of Aztec origin, and the name comes from the
Nahuatl word, comalli. Although today most comales are made of cast iron,
traditionally they were made of thin ceramic. Either way, the comal was
designed as a smooth flat griddle that was used to cook cacao beans and
tortillas over an open flame.

Although there is a strong Hispanic influence on these recipes, there are a number of ingredients that are indigenous to Mexico such as tornachiles
and chilchotes (two types of green chili); jicama (a tuberous edible root native to Mexico); tequesquite (a natural mineral salt containing compounds of
sodium chloride, sodium carbonate, and sodium sulphate, used in Mexico since pre-Hispanic times mainly as a food seasoning); mais (corn); and
piñones (pine nuts from the Mexican pine, pinus cembroides). The recipe for Escabeche de Veracruz calls for bobo fish or pavo fish. Blue bobo are found in all
Mexican waters of the Pacific Ocean, and pavo are a species of razorfish, endemic to Mexico.
Below is the recipe for jicama salad:
Ensalada de Jicama: Pica la jicama y ponla a cocer con un poco de teneristarl (sal de cal) despues esprimela y hechale poco aseite vinagre azucar y canela y ajonjolin tostado.
Roughly translated to:
Jicama Salad: Chop the jicama and cook it with a little bit of teneristarl (lime salt) then squeeze it and add a little oil, vinegar, sugar and cinnamon and toasted sesame seeds.
There is also a recipe for Rosquitas de Aguardiente:
A un puño de arina una cucharada de aguardiente una de vino una de manteca una de levadura accida y una de agua de tequesquite con sal se amasa todo junto se hacen las
rosquitas como uno quiere se frien en manteca y lla que esta la almivar de punto alto con vino y canela se echan en ella y luego se revuelcan en asucar y canela y se comen.
Roughly translated to:
To a handful of flour, add a spoonful of aguardiente, one of wine, one of butter, one of acid yeast, and one of tequesquite, and water, knead everything together, make the
donuts as you like, fry them in butter, then dip them in a syrup of wine and cinnamon, then roll them in sugar and cinnamon and eat them.
At that time, aguardiente was the most common form of alcohol in colonial Mexico. It is made from sugar cane that is first fermented and then distilled.
In very good condition.

17.

From Jalea de Tejocote to
Camotitas

(MANUSCRIPT: Mexican dessert.) [Mexico, c. 1850.]

27.3cm x 11.5cm. 23-24, 29-194, 197-198 pp. Quarter calf over marbled boards, spine gilt in four compartments, blue woven paper, ruled with blue lines, upper and lower boards rubbed and worn, upper free
endpaper missing, probably missing eleven leaves at the beginning and two pages torn away at the end
(no evidence of loss of text), one leaf somewhat loose.
$4500.00
A fascinating Mexican manuscript recetario containing one hundred and forty-two dessert recipes
representative of Mexican cuisine in the early nineteenth century written almost entirely in one hand
with the addition of a few recipes by three other hands, all of which are clearly legible. The cookbook is a comprehensive collection of recipes covering Mexico, Central and South America, and even
Cuba. Included are traditional Mexican delicacies such as Chongos (a curdled milk dessert typical of
Michoacan); Jiricaya (or jericalla, a Mexican custard); Tamales (a corn flour sweet or savory wrapped in
corn husks or banana leaves that can be traced back to ten thousand years ago in Mesoamerica); and
Gasnates (cylindrical stuffed treats from Oaxaca). There are many recipes which involve ingredients
that are native to Mexico. For example, there is a recipe for a sweet milk made from frijol canelo which
is a pole bean native to Chihuahua, a state in northwestern Mexico. There is also a recipe for Ante de
Jicama y Leche (jicama is a tuberous edible plant native to Mexico).
Some of the recipes that use ingredients more typical to Central and South America are Camotitas (candied sweet potatoes – camote comes from the Nahuatl word for sweet potato which translates
to edible root). There are conserves of jitomates (tomatoes) and of chilchotes (a spicy green chili), both
of these words are also of Nahuatl origin. Additionally there are several recipes which call for chirimoya
(so-named by the Incas and native to Colombia, Ecuador, Peru, Bolivia, and Chile; it is also known
as a custard apple). In this recetario there is a recipe for a traditional Colombian dessert called Pastel de
Gloria which is slightly altered from the original in that it is made with masa (corn meal) and tortillas.
There is a recipe for jellied tejocote (from the Nahuatl word texocotl which means stone fruit). Finally
there is a recipe for Quesadillas de Guatemala and one for Arequipa Peruana (Arequipa is a city in Peru).

Also included in this manuscript is a recipe for Yemitas, which is
a traditional Cuban dessert made with lots of egg yolks, lemon, and
sugar.
The predominantly Hispanic origins of Mexican desserts and
sweets is evident throughout. Examples include piñonate (a hard candy
made with pinenuts); mostachones (small flat cookies made with flour
sugar and eggs); cocadas (a form of macaroon– although the recipe in
this manuscript hails them from Tabasco, Mexico); Buñuelos (traditional Spanish fritters); Bizcochos (sponge cakes); Barquillos (crispy rolled
wafers); and the abundant use of ingredients such as dairy, sugar, and
flour.
From Mexico to the southern tip of South America, Latin Americans are like a
family that can trace its heirloom sweets back from generation to generation to a
common source – the Spanish and Portuguese convents and monasteries that were
founded in the early colonial period…. The cooks who developed and spread the
Latin dessert-making tradition from Mexico and the Caribbean to the southern
tip of Argentina worked their alchemy in the kitchens of the monasteries and
convents that Spanish and Portuguese religious orders founded beginning in the
sixteenth century – Oxford Companion to Sugar and Sweets, p. 392.
Provided in this recetario is a wealth of information for today’s scholar
of Mexican gastronomy.
Many of the pages have a blind stamp in the upper corner reading
“BATH” within an ornamental border.
In very good condition and in an unusually nice binding for a
Mexican manuscript from this period.

18.

Including Several Recipes
for Fish

(MANUSCRIPT: Mexican cookery.) Cocineroz.
[Mexico, c.1860.]

22.7cm x 16.9cm. [20] pp. Hand-stitched, written in black ink on handruled woven paper, what appear to be food stains on wrappers, edges slightly chipped.
$2500.00
An early Mexican cookery manuscript consisting of fifty recipes for savory and sweet dishes all written in a single legible hand. It is possible
that the author lived on the coast of Mexico, as many of the recipes call
for fish. (There are nine for fish and of those nine, five are for bobo.) Blue
bobo are found in all Mexican waters of the Pacific Ocean. Also in this
manuscript are several recipes calling for lomo, which is a dry-cured tenderloin usually of pork, as well as recipes for both guisados and estofados.
These two dishes of Spanish origin are often confused with one another.
Guisados are cooked with a splash of wine, water, or broth over the stove
without a lid, very slowly and with moderate heat so that the sauce can
reduce over time. This is why guisados often have potatoes or some other
form of starch in order to help absorb the liquid. Estofados, on the other
hand, are usually cooked with all of the ingredients added at the same
time, and with very little liquid. The ingredients are slow-cooked with
the lid on so that the ingredients are cooked in their own juices with only
maybe a splash of wine or some tomato.
While the majority of the recipes are of Spanish origin, their cooking instructions display an adaptation to the terminology, ingredients
and cooking methods associated with Mexican cuisine. For example, the
manuscript includes ingredients indigenous to Mexico such as the chipotle
or “chilpotle” as it is spelled in this recetario (a pepper that originated in

the pre-Aztec era area that is now part of Mexico City); the ayocote (a
bean from Oaxaca, Mexico); tequesquite (a natural mineral salt containing
compounds of sodium chloride, sodium carbonate, and sodium sulphate,
used in Mexico since pre-Hispanic times mainly as a food seasoning);
“pacilla” or pasilla chili (pasilla is the word used for the dried form of the
chilaca pepper which is native to Mexico); and queso añejo (a firm salty Mexican cheese traditionally made from goat milk).
Following is the recipe called Ayocotes en portugués:
Se frie en manteca gitomate y cebolla, se le agrega clavo, canela, chile pacilla desvenado
y tostado; unos ayocotes todo molido, y un poco de vinagre: costillas de puerco,
longaniza, y chorizos fritos: todo esto se pone en los ayocotes fritos: despues aceite,
aceitunas sebolla picada, queso añejo.
Roughly translated to:
Fry together tomatoes and onion, butter, cloves, cinnamon, toasted and de-veined
pacilla chili; some ground ayocote beans, and a little vinegar: add pork ribs,
longaniza [a pork sausage made of coarsely chopped pieces of meat],
and fried sausages to the fried beans: then add oil, olives, minced onion, and queso
añejo.
The predominantly Hispanic origins of Mexican desserts and sweets is
evident throughout. Examples include mostachones (small flat cookies made
with flour sugar and eggs); cocadas (a form of macaroon); and buñuelos (traditional Spanish fritters).
In very good condition.

19.

Thirty-three Recipes for Guisados

(MANUSCRIPT: Mexican Cookery.) Guizao de Polloz. [Mexico, c.1870.]

22.8cm x 16.5cm. [15], [1 - blank] pp. Unbound sheets, written in black ink on woven paper, incomplete, lightly browned, some light chipping to lower
outer margin.
$1500.00
An early Mexican cookery manuscript comprised of thirty-three variations of guisado in a single legible hand. Guisado is a meat dish of Spanish origin
that is often confused with estofado. Guisados are cooked with a splash of wine, water, or broth over the stove without a lid, very slowly and with moderate heat so that the sauce can reduce over time. This is why guisados often have potatoes or some other form of starch in order to help absorb the
liquid. Estofados, on the other hand, are usually cooked with all of the ingredients added at the same time, and with very little liquid. The ingredients
are then slow-cooked with the lid on so that the ingredients are cooked in their own juices with only maybe a splash of wine or some tomato. In these
pages, there are guisados of chicken, duck, squab, mutton, and veal. Below is a recipe for guisado of squab.
Se echah los pichones en una casuela juntos con una poca de manteca unas rebanadas de jamon y unos chorizos una poca de Sevolla rebanada un poco de ajo picado bastante jitomate
picado un poco de perejil y oregano y tomillo todo esto les frie muy bien y despues se les echa una poca de agua un poquito de vinagre [?] les muele clavo canela y pimienta y el
caldillo a de quedar espero y antes de llevanto a la meza se le echa un poco de vino jerez y les adorna los platones con aceitunas y alcaparras y chiles.

Roughly translated to:
Put the squab in a casuela together with a little butter, a few slices of ham and some
chorizo (a fermented, cured, and smoked sausage of ground meat
seasoned with paprika), a little sliced onion, a little chopped garlic, a lot of
chopped tomato, a little parsley, oregano and thyme, all of this is fried very well and
then pour in a little water, a little vinegar, [?] add ground clove, cinnamon and
pepper, and wait until the broth is cooked down, before bringing the dish to the table,
add a splash of sherry and garnish the plate with olives, capers and chili peppers.
Although several of the recipes are Spanish in origin, they all recommend
the use of a casuela, a cooking implement that is deeply embedded in Mexican culture. The casuela is a wide, flat casserole dish made of low-fired
clay, glazed on the inside, so liquids won’t escape through the porous clay.
New casuelas taste of raw clay and need to be soaked in water for at least
twenty-four hours, and then coated with olive oil and cooked. The key
factor here is that casuelas are only rarely made with lids, so it is the perfect vessel for the guisado. Additionally, as it is important not to heat the
casuela when it is empty (it may crack), it lends itself well to the method
of starting up the pan with cold ingredients, and slowly adding heat, as is
done with the guisado.
In very good condition.

A Penalty Fee Payable to the Hospital
for Insane Women

20. (MEXICAN alcohol regulations: wineries.) Jose Maria
Tornel y Mendivil...de vinaterias. Mexico [City:] 1829.

Broadside: 31.1cm x 21.9cm. Printed on laid paper, blind official seal
stamp in upper left margin, two manuscript signatures at lower margin.

$2500.00
The extremely rare FIRST & ONLY EDITION of this Mexican decree
regulating wineries and issued by Jose Maria Tornel y Mendivil in his office as governor of the federal district. According to this broadside, it appears as though wineries were in the habit of retailing wine at their place
of production, and it was causing a disturbance that was damaging to
society. Apparently, they had already been warned to take down their retail operation, and this decree is a follow-up with further injunctions and
a fee that should be high enough to convince wineries to finally comply.
In the current broadside, winery owners are told here to remove
their sales counters and doorways and to bar entrance to the public with
boards that are firmly nailed on the inside. The police are charged with
enforcing this decree. Those who are caught not following orders must
pay a fine of fifty pesos payable to the hospital for insane women located
in Mexico City.
In very good condition.
¶ Not in OCLC.

21.

“The Foreign Investor Doubles his Capital
When he Brings it to Mexico.”

(MEXICO: farming.) Compañia de la Hacienda de
Coahuayula. [Chicago:] 1899.

8vo. Two maps and thirty photographs in the text. 31 [1] pp. Original printed wrappers, small tear to upper wrapper.
$1200.00
The extremely rare Second Edition, of this encouragement for Americans
to invest in farms in Mexico. Enlarged by 50% from the first edition that
was published one year earlier, the publication is asking the reader to
buy stocks in a United States-owned and operated hacienda in Michoacan,
Mexico. Included is an in-depth description of the land and all of the
riches that come from it, all of which is well documented with photographs of the crops, the laborers, and the hacienda itself.
The 250,000-acre farm is being proposed as a major operation for
the cultivation and sale of agricultural products such as coffee, sugar, tobacco, cattle and cabinet wood, rice, cotton, corn, rubber, vanilla, cocoa,
wheat, cassava, beeswax, honey, medicinal plants, fibers, and fruit. The
stock is broken up into 50,000 shares of $100 each with a minimum annual dividend of six percent.
The business owners describe the local laborers as “capable, enduring, patient and readily obtained...easily managed...strong, docile and
willing.” They go on to note that “the wants of these people are simple
and easily supplied. Strikes and similar troubles are unknown.” Included
in their salaries are “four measures of corn, two measures of beans, [and]
one eighth measure of salt, for every six days work.”

The photographs are a good representation of the local people and the crops. Most of the men are wearing very tall-peaked straw hats, and
many of the women have rebozos (broad hand-woven shawls) wrapped around their heads and or shoulders. Rebozos date back to Mesoamerica, and are
multipurpose garments, used as shelter from the cold or the sun; for padding to carry baskets; or as a sack to carry children or produce. Women are
married in them and are eventually buried in them. There is one standout photo of a man standing next to a stalk of corn that is twice his height, and
another of local laborers in their handsome tall hats surrounded by a field of tobacco leaves that are as tall as their hats.
With two maps, one of which depicts the hacienda’s boundaries, the other of which shows the location of the hacienda within Mexico and its many
rail connections that go as far north as Oakland, California, and Chicago.
In very good condition.
¶ OCLC: University of California (Berkeley and San Diego.)

A Recipe from the Crow Tribe

22. (NATIVE

AMERICAN Medicine.) Barry’s pain
relief. A purely vegetable preparation. [New York:
N.p.] 1877.

Bifolium: 24.2cm x 15.1cm closed. One large wood engraving, decorative
border on each page. [4] pp. Unbound, lightly browned, folded twice, slight
tears at folds not affecting text but touching border in places. $950.00
The extremely rare FIRST & ONLY EDITION of this medical pamphlet touting the far-reaching advantages of “Barry’s Pain Relief ” remedy, said to have a “power over pain [that] seems to have no limit.” This
pamphlet purports that the recipe for this remedy originally came from
“O-gul-sa-wah,” a medicine man from the Crow tribe. The ingredients
consist of “roots, leaves, barks, plants, flowers and gums,” and the remedy
itself was entered according to an Act of Congress by George C. Barclay
in 1877. In May of that same year it was registered as trade-mark medical
compound number 4642 in the U.S. Patent Office by George C. Barclay
of Brooklyn.
There is a caveat printed at the end of the directions for use of this
medicine in internal diseases, declaring that there are “many other diseases for which Barry’s Pain Relief is a safe and certain remedy...as it will
most assuredly give prompt relief and a complete cure.” External diseases
for which directions are supplied are: “Bruises;” “Rheumatism and Neuralgia;” “Burns and Scalds;” “Frost Bites;” “Chilblains;” “Felons;” “Stings
of Insects and Poisonous Bites;” “Old Sores;” “Cuts and Wounds;” and
“Broken Breasts” (cracked and sore nipples due to breast-feeding).

Internal diseases include “Fever and Ague;” “Dyspepsia, Indigestion and Distress after Eating;” “ Headache of all kinds;” “Coughs, Colds,
Hoarseness;” “Asthma;” “Cramps and Pain in the Stomach or Bowels;” “Cholera Morbus;” “Asiatic Cholera;” “Cholera Infantum;” “Diarrhea and
Summer Complaint;” “Dysentery;” “Kidney Diseases;” and “Piles.”
The wood-engraving is of a peaceful gathering of Native Americans near their tepees. Some people are gathering vegetation while others are
tanning leather and a dog is relaxing in the foreground. To the right, people are delivering plants to a medicine man who sits at a fire with a cauldron.
The scene is entitled “O-Gul-Sa-Wah Preparing The Pain Relief.”
In good condition.
¶ Not in OCLC.

23.

Exceptionally Rare and a Very Beautiful Copy;
On Sugar and Grapes

PROUST, Joseph Louis. Ensayo sobre el azúcar de
uva. Madrid: D. Gregorio Gonzalez Azaola, 1806.

8vo. 103, [5 - blank] pp. Contemporary red morocco, gilt roll patterns
around boards, gilt rosettes in the corners, gilt fillets, spine richly gilt in six
compartments, black morocco lettering piece in second compartment, edges of boards with a gilt roll pattern, gilt dentelles, watered silk endpapers,
gilt edges.
$4500.00
The extremely rare FIRST EDITION of this treatise on the economic
merits of sugar derived from grapes. Joseph Louis Proust (1754-1826) succeeded in isolating grape sugar and demonstrated that the sugar in grapes
is identical to that found in honey. He suggests in this book that grape
sugar could be manufactured and used to supplement cane sugar. He
also discusses how sugar derived from grapes is more easily come by than
other sugars, or honey, and for that reason, it is an economical sweetener
for peasants, the urban poor, and hospital patients.
Interestingly, Proust also describes how he has proven that the grains
made from grape sugar are an excellent ingredient in the manufacture of
aguardiente (rum) and how Spain could benefit greatly by shipping off their
excess grapes to Mexico. At that time, aguardiente was the most common
form of alcohol in colonial Mexico.
The most famous author on the subject of sugar from grapes is
Antoine Augustin Parmentier. He wrote three works on the subject, the
first of which wasn’t published until 1808, two years after Proust’s work.1
1 Instruction sur les moyens de suppléer le sucre (1808); Aperçu des résultats obtenus de la fabrication des sirops (1812); and the Nouvel aperçu (based on additional research in 1812
but published in 1813).

Parmentier’s research on the subject was due to France’s war with England which ran from 1806-1814. The war resulted in cane sugar becoming prohibitively expensive on the continent and France needed a new source of sugar. This may have also been the reason for Proust’s study of the subject.
Joseph Louis Proust was a French chemist who was famous for his law of definite proportions, which stated that chemical compounds always
combine in constant proportions. This was a first step towards Dalton’s atomic theory. He taught chemistry in both Paris and Spain and from 1786 to
1806, when our work was written, he headed a chemical laboratory in Madrid. In addition to his work in chemistry, he was also conducting research
to find nutriments that could be made cheaply and easily stored.
With the handsome contemporary bookplate on the upper pastedown of Blas Ametller y Rotllan (1768-1841), a Spanish artist and engraver who
was famous for his careful reproductions of paintings by Velázquez, Ribera, Murillo, and Goya.
In excellent condition.
¶ OCLC: one location outside of the United States only.

Tea as Panacea;
Unrecorded

24. (TEA.) Essence de Thee. [Zurich: André Colla, c.1740.]

$950.00

Broadside: 20.2cm x 16.1cm. Woodcut device in the text, signs of having been folded once.

The extremely rare FIRST & ONLY EDITION of this broadside announcing a newly developed tea essence that has miraculous healing properties.
Manufactured and distributed by a surgeon named André Colla, the broadside declares that the essence is a true universal remedy against chest aches;
gravel and stone in the bladder; colic and winds; stomach weakness; chest pains; head pains; apoplexy; pains in the limbs; and convulsions of the
nerves, among many other ills. At the foot of the broadside we read that Colla resides in “Stafa” (i.e. Stäfa) on the banks of Lake Zurich.
Colla sums up the announcement by counseling the buyer to maintain a healthy diet in order to ensure the efficacy of his remedy. He also recommends that taking one or two teaspoonfuls of it each day before going out will help to fortify the heart.
...elle fortifie le Coeur & tous les Esprits vitaux par son
agréable odeur, & par sa dissipante & pénétrante vertu, quand
on en prend le matin une ou deux cuillerées à Caffé avant
que de sortir....
Roughly translated to:
...it strengthens the heart and all the vital spirits by its
pleasant odor, and by its dissipating and penetrating
virtue, when one takes one or two teaspoonfuls of
it in the morning before going out....
The charming woodcut is of Colla’s
identifying mark, or logo, for his
tea essence.
In fine condition.
¶ Not in OCLC.

25.

An Early Work on the Healing Properties
of Rosemary

UGO, Giovanni Henrico. Trattato delle virtù, & proprietà, dell’olio quint’essenza, et vero balsamo, che si
caua dal rosmarino. Rome: Gugliemo Facciotto, 1607.

8vo. Woodcut illustration on title page, woodcut historiated initials, one
woodcut headpiece. 29, [1] pp. Marbled boards, paper moderately browned
throughout, a few leaves with damage to upper right corner due to ink
numbers in manuscript “burning” through the paper (not affecting text).

$3500.00
The extremely rare FIRST EDITION of this booklet on the virtues and
properties of rosemary. Sections discuss rosemary as an essential oil, a
balsam, and a remedy with directions on how to best administer it. From
the title page we learn that the information contained in this booklet was
gathered from various works in medicine by “Giovanni Henrico Ugo Todescho Destillatore,” a German distiller operating in the Piazza Navona,
Rome, under the sign of the “Aquila Imperiale” (imperial bird, much like
a golden eagle).
The Tavola di tutte le materie...che si caua dal rosmarino includes descriptions of how rosemary can cure ailments in the following parts of the
body: the eyes; ears; nose; mouth; teeth; heart; breasts; stomach; liver;
spleen; intestines; kidneys; labor pains; worms; fevers; poisons; and more.
There are also some helpful remedies that relate to beauty and health:

Et in somma rende giovamento à tutto il Corpo, perche lavandosi la faccia con Acqua dove sia dentro il dett’Olio, leva li panni, lentigine, & se sarà posto il suo Olio dentro la
lisciva, rafferma li capelli, sana le vulcere che memano marcia giova alla memoria messo sotto le braccia ne leva ogni fetore, come anco fa la sua Erba.
Roughly translated to:
And in sum it benefits the whole body, because washing the face using a cloth doused in water that contains the rosemary essential oil will remove liver spots and if the essential oil
is added to lye, it stiffens the hair, heals rotting sores, helps the memory, put under the arms it removes any stench.
This unusual monograph on rosemary was probably published in a small edition and intended to support Ugo’s commercial enterprise on the Piazza
Navona in Rome. This type of job printing wasn’t unusual at the time, especially in the field of remedies and perfumes, but few examples survive.
Lacking final blank A16.
In good condition.
¶ OCLC: two locations outside of the United States only.

26. VERRI,

Italian Winemaking

Carlo. Del Vino discorsi quattro. Milan:
Giovanni Silvestri, 1823.

8vo. Mezzotint portrait frontispiece, woodcut title page vignette. 2 p.l., 259,
[1] pp. Pastepaper wrappers.
$1500.00
The very rare FIRST & ONLY edition of this comprehensive treatise on
Italian wine, divided into four sections, or discorsi, that take into consideration all aspects of wine production. This is an unusual work due to
its early consideration of regional winemaking techniques; interestingly,
it also corresponds chronologically to when the first regional cookbooks
emerged in France and Italy.
The first discorso describes the wines of the Lombard region. The
second discorso includes sections on the chemistry involved in viticulture;
the preparation of the soil; propagation of the vines; and planting. The
third discorso has chapters on the chemistry in winemaking; the influence
of the climate and vineyard in the wine; the effects of temperature on the
harvest; fermentation; the formation of alcohol; and bottling. The fourth
and final part is written for the winemakers and wine lovers in Milan:
“Stabilire ciò che convenga al vero interesse de’ Lombardi, e specialmente
dei Milanesi miei concittadini, intorno a’ loro vini” (Establish what suits
the real interest of the Lombards, and especially of my fellow Milanese,
around their wines).
Carlo Verri (1743-1823) was the younger brother of Pietro and Alessandro Verri, both famous politicians and economists. He also published
works on agriculture in general and economics.
With a handsome mezzotint portrait of the author and bound in
lovely pastepaper wrappers.
In excellent condition.
¶ OCLC: University of California (Davis), California State University (Fresno), and two locations outside of the United States.

27.

Lovely & Extremely Rare

(WINE: ampelography.) Genève, Chev.r Oenographie française. [Paris: chez l’auteur, rue
du Faubourg-Poissonière, c.1830.]

36cm x 27.5cm. Seven hand-colored lithograph prints. $8000.00
The extremely rare FIRST & ONLY EDITION of this suite of
carefully hand-colored lithographs of grape varieties. Entitled
Oenographie française, it was advertised in the Revue bibliographique
des pays-bas et de l’étranger ou indicateur général de l’imprimerie et de la
librairie, on the 15 January 1830, under the section of “Graveurs et
Lithographies.” Sets could be ordered for 5 francs “en noir” and
10 francs “colorié.”1 Ours is colorié.
Ampelographies are illustrated guides to grape varieties.
For book collectors interested in oenology and viticulture, they
are especially prized due to their spectacular plates, sometimes
engraved, at other times produced lithographically or with chromolithography, and in rare occasions, hand-colored, as in the
case with this suite of lithographs. Later in the 19th century, they
were especially important as identification of specific grape cultivars became essential to combat phylloxera and the genus vitis
is particularly prone to mutations.
The engravings in this “Oenographie” – a word-play on
the French words “ampelographie” and “oenologie” – document
the following grape varieties: Meslier blanc (drawn by P. Oudart,
1 Revue bibliographique, 15 January, 1830, p. 367; our publishing information
is taken from the Revue as well.

lithography by deFrey); Tokai blanc (drawn by Desmarais, lithography by Delarüe); Muscat rose (drawn by Polydore, lithography
by de Villaine); Chasselas noir (drawn by Desmarais, lithography
by Delarüe); Grand Gamé noir (drawn by Polydore, lithography by
de Villaine); Pineau noir batif (drawn by P. Oudart, lithography
by deFrey); and Meslier vert (drawn by Polydore, lithography by
de Villaine). At the bottom of each print is the name “Chev.r
Genève” or “Ch.r Genève.” In the Revue bibliographique the author’s
name is given as “C. Genève.”
Each image depicting the grape was finely drawn on the
lithographic stone, printed, and then hand colored in a multitude of colors. Below the grape cluster – each shown with leaves
and on the stem – are the various names by which the grape
variety is known. This is then followed by 4-5 paragraphs providing details about the grape: where it is grown and harvested;
the characteristics of the cluster; the shape of the leaves; the
wine’s characteristics and reputation; when the harvest occurs;
and what care and maintenance of the vineyard is specific to
that variety.
We have been unable to find anything about the author
and, other than the above-mentioned contemporary announcement of the publication, we have been unable to find any reference to this publication either. An extremely rare and wonderful
find.
In very good condition.
¶ Not in OCLC or the usual gastronomic bibliographies.

To Help in the Conservation of Wine

28. (WINE.) [Drop title:] Ce globe est de pur argent. [Rennes: Nicolas Audran, 1787.]
Bifolium: 25.2cm x 20.3cm closed. One large woodcut. [4] pp. Unbound, slightly browned at edges.

$1200.00

The extremely rare FIRST & ONLY EDITION of this prospectus for a newly invented “wine scale” (le pèse-vin), a silver graduated device that will
measure the mass of liquids such as wine, vinegar and spirts, to assess their alcohol content. Today, such devices are usually called hydrometers and
utilize the principles of buoyancy to measure relative density. Our author explains that this device can be used for the preservation of your wine to
keep track of its condition and quality.
The inventor of the device is Joseph Alexandre Le Rouge. Monsieur de Briore – “whose name is well known in Brittany” – testifies to the instrument’s efficacy on April 12th, 1783. This was most likely Joseph Charette de Briord, whose estate was renowned in the 18th century for its vineyard.
The prospectus also advertises the syrups and liqueurs produced and distributed by Le Rouge, writing that the high quality of his products have been
repeatedly recognized. These syrups as well as the wine scale, are described as being available everywhere in Brittany, and in Paris with Christine Lecat,
the wife of Le Rouge.
The anonymous author explains that the device is more useful than that of Monsieur de Montgolfier and that the scale’s use was approved by
the States of Brittany in 1785. This prospectus includes an excerpt from a letter addressed to Le Rouge by the Comte de Bruc de Cléray, which attests
to the instrument’s precision. Bruc de Cléray owned some of the oldest cellars in the Nantes.
On page [3] is a list of people who have subscribed to the use of this “wine scale” and directions for others who wish to subscribe.
NOMS des Souscripteurs pour le Pese - Vin, avant i’impression de cet Avis, & qui, sur leur parole dhonneur de ne pas révéler le secret, sont instruits de la maniere de conserver
les Vins.
Roughly translated to:
NAMES of the Subscribers for the wine scale, before the printing of this Notice, & who, on their word of honor not to reveal the secret, are instructed in the manner of storing the
Wines.
The prospectus also tells us that Le Rouge was endeavoring to help the wine trade in Brittany, but that he was also an inspector of the Ferme générale,
which earned him much enmity from the farmers of that region. The Ferme générale was, at that time, an outsourced customs, excise and indirect tax
operation, that collected duties on behalf of the king under renewable six-year contracts.
In very good condition.
¶ Not in OCLC.

29. (WINE.)

Wine Storage and Preservation
in 18th-Century Italy

Del modo di conservare i vini lettera di
P.A.S.B. al nobile sig. M.A.T. Bergamo: Francesco Locatelli, 1783.

8vo. Title page illustration made up of typographic ornaments. 55, [1 blank] pp. Contemporary block-printed floral wrappers, light water damage, contemporary shelf label in manuscript attached to upper edge of upper wrapper, “39” in manuscript on upper wrapper, small tear to outer edge
of upper wrapper, three pages with contemporary manuscript corrections
pasted in, one of which simply obscures a word. 
$1750.00
The extremely rare FIRST & ONLY EDITION of this letter on the
storage and preservation of wine. Written to an Italian nobleman, it begins with the friendly salutation of “Amico” (friend)and then goes on to
congratulate the reader on his farming skills. This is then followed by a
description of how he (the author) has been able to preserve his wines
and to keep them tasting young despite long periods of storage. He gives
a lengthy description of fermentation in general and his own fermentation and harvest methods. Further description is also provided on how to
store the wines; the effects of temperature, humidity, and air on winemaking; and how best to preserve wine.
The floral wrappers are possibly by Remondini, famous papermakers who were active in Bassano from 1657 to 1861.
The contemporary manuscript corrections pasted in may have been
by the author himself; interestingly, the writing attempts to replicate the
typography.
In good condition.
¶ OCLC: one location in Italy only.

30.

Wine and Cigars

(WINE: early photograph.) c.1880.

8.1cm x 6.1cm. Tintype, both left-hand corners clipped by the photographer
(as was typical).
$200.00
A unique tintype of two men posing with a bottle of wine, two wine
glasses, and smoking cigars. The men appear to be in their 20s or 30s,
each wearing clean long sleeve shirts, one with a bow tie, the other with
sleeve garters, and both are rather tanned and have watch fobs and chains.
The label on the bottle is too small to read, but considering the shape of
the bottle and that they are drinking a red wine, it may be that they are
drinking a Pinot Noir from Alsace.
Tintype photography began in the 1850s but continued into the
early 20th century.
In very good condition.

31.

For the “Elevation of Womankind”

[Drop-title:] WOMAN’S Exchange of Texas. Austin:
Statesman Steam Print, [c.1880.]

8vo. 8pp. Original printed wrappers, stitched as issued. Some light browning to wrappers, light dampstaining to upper margin of some pages (not
affecting text).
$850.00
The FIRST & ONLY EDITION of this “letter of explanation” to the
current members of the “Woman’s Exchange,” formerly known as the
“Woman’s Art Exchange.” The text was written for the purpose of clarifying the group’s mission which had been somewhat misleading in using
the word “art.”
Henceforth, the Woman’s Exchange encourages all women of Texas to send in to the Exchange their personally crafted “paintings, needle-work, fancy and plain; preserves; pickles; sauces; bread; and cake.”
Each sale earned the Exchange a five percent commission on items sold
by members, and ten percent on the rest.
This booklet includes the association’s articles of incorporation, as
well as the by-laws. Within the bylaws it states:
The purpose of the Association is declared to be the promotion of Art and industry,
the encouragement of native talent, and the amelioration and elevation of womankind.
In very good condition.
¶ OCLC: University of California (Santa Barbara), Yale, Stanford, Claremont Colleges, Harvard, Duke, Austin Public Library, Bayler
University, South Methodist University, Saint Mary’s University, Texas
Woman’s University, University of Texas (Austin), University of Texas
(Arlington), and one location outside of the United States.

The Most Beautiful and Important
American Wine Book

GRAPES and grape vines of California published
under the auspices of the California State Vinicultural Association oleographed by Wm. Harring from
original water color drawings by Miss Hannah Millard. San Francisco: Edward Bosqui & Co., 1877.
Large folio. Ten color lithographs. 3 [blank], 17, [3 blank] leaves. Contemporary half-calf over pebbled-boards, spine gilt, light scuffing, corners
bumped, marbled endpapers, occasional foxing and shadowing from the
color plates, a few marginal tears not affecting text.
The lovely and extremely rare first edition of this California ampelography, one of the most sought after and valuable of all books on wine. Outside of the University of California, Davis, the Gail Unzelman Collection
is the only collection of wine books in the world to have a copy.
In addition to being a landmark in the history of wine, Grapes and
grape vines of California is an extremely important work in the history of
Western Americana. As described in the bibliography of California imprints, the Zamorano Select, “[Grapes and grape vines] stands as the most elaborate example of color printing in the western United States.”1 It also
1 Zamorano select, Los Angeles: Zamorano Club, 2010, p. 16. The Zamorano select is a

bibliography of 120 of the most important works in California history and literature. Grapes and grape vines of California is item 34 and is noted as “an unprecedented
achievement for a California press” and that it “was exhibited at the Paris Exposition of 1878, where it garnered high acclaim.” The Zamorano Club is “Southern
California’s oldest organization of bibliophiles and manuscript collectors” and
was founded in 1928.

represents a number of firsts in printing history. It is the first California imprint illustrated with color-printed plates; it is the first California book
illustrated by a woman; and it is the first depiction of California grapes in color. The Unzelman copy is also one of only four known complete copies
in private hands (the other three are in Americana collections).
Ampelographies are the art books of wine history. Expensive to produce and often sold through subscription, they are illustrated guides to grape
varieties, usually intended to document a specific region. They became especially popular in the 19th century because the identification of specific grape
cultivars became essential to combat phylloxera and the genus vitis is particularly prone to mutations.2 For book collectors interested in oenology and
viticulture, ampelographies are prized for their spectacular plates, usually printed in color lithography. The ten color lithographs reproduced in Grapes
and grape vines of California include the following varieties: Mission, Johannisberg Riessling [sic.], Rose Chasselas, White Muscat of Alexandria, Black
Hamburgh, Flame Tokay, Zinfandel, Sultana, Catawba, and Emperor.3 The descriptive text that accompanies the plates is anonymous but reveals an
expert’s familiarity with the subject: the characteristics of the vine are described; how each variety is cultivated; its history; and the quality of wine it
produces.
As Gary F. Kurutz, the Director of the Special Collections Branch of the California State Library, has noted,
[Grapes and grape vines of California] was one of the most ambitious publication projects undertaken in nineteenth century California. Inspired by European works of
a similar nature, the publishers hoped to demonstrate the beauty, variety and superiority of the fruit of California’s burgeoning vineyards.
The careful craftsmanship and money invested in the project resulted in “the most beautiful of all California vinicultural books,” according to Kurutz.
Bosqui, Harring, and Millard combined to produce one of the most beautiful illustrated books published in California. The use of oleographs in California for book illustration
was rare and few nineteenth century books can match the effort that went into its production. Today few complete copies of this extraordinary work exist.4
2 Although usually associated with 19th century wine history, it should be noted that the current influential wine writer Jancis Robinson recently published her own

ampelography entitled Wine grapes: a complete guide to 1,368 vine varieties, including their origins and flavours (2012). For illustrations she used the chromolithographs from Viala
and Vermorel’s Ampélographie, 1901-1910.
3 It is interesting to note that when this book was printed, Zinfandel was the most widely planted grape in California, having been introduced by Agostin Haraszthy in
1857 and 1858 in Sonoma. See Olmo and Koyama’s “Natural hybridization of indigenous vitis californica and v. girdiana with cultivated vinifera in California,” in Proceedings
of the Third International Symposium on grape breeding, p. 34.
4 Gary F. Kurutz in California Printing: Part One 1838-1890, San Francisco: The Book Club of California, 1980, p. 26.

The book received high praise in 1877 when it was finally completed. In a contemporary account of the book and its production, a journalist described
the book as “A RARE WORK OF ART.” The production is described as follows:
The California State Vinicultural Association, some time ago employed an artist, Ms. Hannah Millard, to produce, in watercolors, illustrations of leading varieties of grapes.
This she was instructed to do with a view to the attainment of the utmost accuracy and truth to nature, and to visit vineyards and the various vine growing sections of the state
at the season of the vintage, with special instructions to make the paintings on the spot, each embracing an entire selected cluster, a portion of the wood, and two leaves – the one
showing the upper and the other the under side. She was directed to choose for the delineation an average cluster in each case, in order that the illustrations might convey no false
or exaggerated impressions. She devoted herself patiently to this work for two years [i.e. two harvests], carefully and conscientiously following her instructions.5
The article continues by describing how these varieties appear more full and vibrant than their European counterparts and how this is due to the
superior soil and growing conditions in California.
Hannah Millard was born in New York in 1827. She later immigrated to the San Francisco Bay Area and taught art at the Normal School and
San Jose Institute. In 1875, she accepted the commission from Edward Bosqui to paint the grape varieties of California for Grapes and grape vines of
California. She was married to sculptor William Compton Coffin in 1880, the same year that the San Francisco census lists her as a landscape painter.
The artist couple moved to Lake County in 1892 where she lived until her death in 1900.
Once Millard had finished the watercolors, Edward Bosqui, the printer and publisher, hired William Harring to convert the watercolors to
chromolithographs.
An idea of the great labor and difficulty in producing the oleographic plates in the highest possible degree of art, which has been aimed at, may be conceived by mention of some
of the details. The drawings are made upon stone, which is brought from Bavaria, and by a preparation of the surface, the etching is accomplished with acid. Each separate color,
tint and shade requires a separate stone and drawing and a separate impression of the plate on the press.6
5 Marvin Collins, “How California got its first great wine book,” in Wayward Tendrils Quarterly, vol. 18, no. 3, p. 2, reproducing the anonymous article “A RARE WORK
OF ART,” which appeared in Alta California, December 9, 1877.
6 Ibid.

The author continues and notes that the plate of the Johannisberg Riesling took twenty-eight impressions, which means twenty-eight different drawings and stones for that plate alone. According to Kurutz, the actual number was closer to 40 stones per plate.7
There are two reasons why the book is so rare. The first is that Bosqui destroyed the plates afterwards (“to ensure its rarity and ‘artistic merit’”).8 The other reason is due to a series of fires which destroyed Bosqui’s studio and inventory. As John Windle notes in his article “The Glories
of Chromolithography,” “Although Bien’s unfinished elephant folio chromolithographic edition of Audubon’s Birds of America (New York, 1861) is the
grandest and most expensive American chromolithographic book, about fifty sets are known to exist today…. Bosqui’s Grapes is far rarer, with only a
dozen or so copies known.” – California State Library Bulletin, no. 84, 2006, p. 9.
One of the most eloquent statements on the book’s beauty came from two contemporary artists, Irving M. Scott and Virgil Williams who saw
Grapes and grape vines of California just after it came off the press:
We unhesitatingly pronounce the work to be accurate copies of the original water-color drawings, and consider them among the most successful efforts of oleographic art ever
produced in Europe or America. The bloom, the delicate warmth, and the transparent glow of the natural clusters are rendered with wonderful fidelity to nature, and vividly
portray the natural bunches, as we see them growing in the vineyards of California.9
The Leon Adams - Unzelman copy. With an inscription by Leon Adams and the bookplate of Gail Unzelman on the upper pastedown. Leon Adams
(1905-1995) was an American journalist and the founder of the Wine Institute; Gail Unzelman (b. 1940) is an author of wine bibliographies and the
founder of the Wayward Tendrils, a wine book collectors’ club.
¶ OCLC: Cornell University, New York Botanical Garden Library (incomplete), California State Library, University of California (Berkeley –
Honeyman copy; Davis – incomplete; Los Angeles), Yale (Paul Mellon copy), Library of Congress, Indiana University (Karl Otto Dufmann copy),
University of Missouri (St. Louis), Southern Methodist University, and Rutherford B. Hayes Presidential Center Library.
7 Kurutz, p. 26.
8 Ibid.
9 Ibid.
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